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Clinical prediction of advanced hepatic fibrosis (HF) and cirrhosis has long been challenging due to the gold stan-
dard, liver biopsy, being an invasive approach with certain limitations. Less invasive blood test tandem with a
cutting-edge machine learning algorithm shows promising diagnostic potential.
In this study, we constructed and compared machine learning methods with the FIB-4 score in a discovery
dataset (n= 490) of hepatitis B virus (HBV) patients. Models were validated in an independent HBV dataset
(n= 86). We further employed these models on two independent hepatitis C virus (HCV) datasets (n= 254
and 230) to examine their applicability.
In the discovery data, gradient boosting (GB) stably outperformed other methods as well as FIB-4 scores
(p b .001) in the prediction of advanced HF and cirrhosis. In the HBV validation dataset, for classification between
early and advanced HF, the area under receiver operating characteristic curves (AUROC) of GB model was 0.918,
while FIB-4 was 0.841; for classification between non-cirrhosis and cirrhosis, GB showed AUROC of 0.871, while
FIB-4 was 0.830. Additionally, GB-based prediction demonstrated good classification capacity on two HCV
datasets while higher cutoffs for both GB and FIB-4 scores were required to achieve comparable specificity and
sensitivity.
Using the same parameters as FIB-4, the GB-based prediction system demonstrated steady improvements rela-
tive to FIB-4 in HBV and HCV cohorts with different cutoff values required in different etiological groups. A
user-friendly web tool, LiveBoost, makes our prediction models freely accessible for further clinical studies and
applications.
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1. Introduction

Every year, chronic liver disease (CLD) and its complications lead to
approximately 2 million deaths globally [1]. Hepatitis B and C virus
infections, chronic alcohol consumption and immune systemabnormal-
ities are leading causes of liver injury, with thewound-healing response
from liver injury leading to hepatic fibrosis (HF), cirrhosis, and
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ultimately organ failure or liver cancer [2]. Evidence suggests that HF
is reversible in many cases of CLD, but the clinically-significant
regression of cirrhosis is still controversial [3], thus highlighting the
necessity of a clinical tool for early detection of HF, differentiation of cir-
rhosis, and longitudinal surveillance of therapeutic responses. The gold
standard for clinical measurement of HF is the liver biopsy, which is
associated with both significant complications [4] and limitations [5]
(e.g., pain, bleeding, infection, perforation of nearby organs, sampling
errors, inter-observer and intra-observer variability). A less invasive
and more reproducible approach of assessing HF severity and progres-
sion would be of great value in the clinical setting.

The development of scoring systemsbased on simple clinical param-
eters and blood tests (e.g., FIB-4) is one important step towards non-
invasive CLD monitoring and diagnosis [6]. FIB-4 was introduced as a
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

We searched the PubMed database according to the terms [(“pre-
diction” OR “risk prediction” OR “prediction model” OR “predic-
tive” OR “predictive modeling”) AND (“FIB-4” OR “Fibrosis-4”
OR “FIB4”) AND (“machine learning” OR “ensemble learning”
OR “gradient boosting”) AND (“liver fibrosis” OR “hepatic fibro-
sis”)] among English-language articles before March 4th, 2018.
We identified two studies using genotype-based decision tree
models to predict advanced liver fibrosis in patients with chronic
hepatitis C viral infection (HCV) and non-alcoholic fatty liver dis-
ease in patients with chronic hepatitis B viral infection (HBV). Nei-
ther of these studies attempted to use machine learning methods
to augment the diagnostic performance based on commonly used
clinical indicators, nor discussed the performance between differ-
ent viral etiologies. We hypothesized that applying cutting-edge
machine learning algorithms to existing blood-test scoring system
(FIB-4) can augment the detection of advanced hepatic fibrosis
and cirrhosis in chronic liver disease patients.

Added value of this study

Our study constructed and compared machine learning methods
based on the same clinical parameters of the FIB-4 scoring system
in an HBV cohort for detecting advanced hepatic fibrosis and cir-
rhosis. We validated our models in three independent cohorts in-
cluding both HBV and HCV. Our machine learning-based
prediction system, a less-invasive approach, demonstrated steady
diagnostic improvements, which could overcome certain limita-
tions of the gold standard (i.e., liver biopsy), facilitate medical de-
cision making, and enhance long-term clinical surveillance of
chronic liver disease.

Implications of all the available evidence

To fill in gaps betweenmachine learning algorithms and real-world
clinical studies, we built a user-friendly web tool (LiveBoost) that
makes our prediction models easily accessible for further studies
and applications.
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non-invasive method to predict HF stages among Caucasian patients
with hepatitis C virus (HCV) and human immunodeficiency virus
co-infection [7]. Since then, this method has been independently vali-
dated in multiple HCV infected,and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infected
patient cohorts [8–10]. FIB-4 provides an attractive alternative for
biopsy due to its affordable price, objective measurements, and avoid-
ance of complications. The formula of FIB-4 is defined as:

FIB−4 ¼ Age yearsð Þ � AST U=Lð Þ
PLT 109=L

� �
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ALT U=Lð Þp

AST: aspartate transaminase; ALT: alanine transaminase; PLT:
platelet count.
This relatively simple formula was originally derived from a multiple
logistic regression (LR)modelwith odds ratios considered [7]. However,
this statistical approach ignores more complex non-linear interactions
between variables that might play significant roles in determining HF
severity, andwhich could be captured usingmore sophisticatedmodel-
ing approaches. In recent years, machine learning alongwith the explo-
sive growth of biomedical big-data has generated much interest in
developing clinical informatics tools for disease diagnosis, staging, and
prognosis [11–13]. Machine learning, especially ensemble learning,
has been successfully applied for recognizing hidden patterns in com-
plex data, allowing for better predictions of clinical outcomes than tra-
ditional statistical models, especially when applied to large-scale
datasets [14]. Unlike conventional regression-based approaches,
ensemble learning algorithms such as random forest (RF) and gradient
boosting (GB), are capable of capturing higher-order, non-linear inter-
actions between predictors [15]. For HBV and HCV patients, pathology
and genetic data have been successfully used for the implementation
of predictive models [16–19]. Here, for the first time, we propose to re-
construct an existing blood test-based clinical scoring system, FIB-4,
with cutting-edgemachine learning approaches for improved detection
and classification of advanced HF and cirrhosis, validating models in
multiple independent datasets from patients with CLD of different
viral etiologies.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data and ethics

An HBV discovery dataset included a total of 490 HBV infected sub-
jects recruited from Shuguang Hospital in affiliation with Shanghai Uni-
versity of Traditional Chinese Medicine (Shanghai, China) from April
2013 to June 2015. Patients were included after providing informed
consent and meeting inclusion and exclusion criteria as described in
the appendix (Text S1). An independent HBV dataset (validation-1)
included a total of 86HBV infected subjects recruited fromXiamenHos-
pital of Traditional ChineseMedicine (Xiamen, China). Recruitment and
eligibility criteria were the same as those established for the discovery
dataset. These studies were approved by the institutional review
board of the Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine and
XiamenHospital of Traditional ChineseMedicine. All participants signed
informed consent forms for the study.

Two additional retrospective anonymous datasets from existing
studies were used to further evaluate the prediction models in HCV
infected patients. Validation-2 (HCV), comprised of a total of 254 HCV
infected subjects, was recruited fromChinaMedical University Hospital,
Taiwan. Detailed information about this cohort was provided in the
original study publication [20]. Another independent dataset,
validation-3 (HCV), comprised of a total of 230 samples from 115 HCV
infected patients, was recruited from Komaki City Hospital (Komaki,
Japan). In this cohort, biopsy results, clinical parameters, andblood sam-
ples were available from before and after antiviral treatment. Detailed
information about this study is provided in the original study publica-
tion [21].

2.2. Liver biopsy

An ultrasound-guided liver biopsy was performed on all patients in
both the discovery and HBV validation datasets. All liver biopsies were
performed within one week after study recruitment. Liver specimens
were placed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin
for histologic processing. Tissue sections were stained with Masson's
trichrome staining and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The histologic
staging was based on Scheuer's classification using a 5-point scale for
HF severity ranging from S0 (non-fibrosis) to S4 (cirrhosis) [22]. The
staging was performed by three independent pathologists from Shang-
hai Medical College of Fudan University who were blinded to patient
clinical information. In cases of discordant staging, specimens were re-
examined until consensus was reached.

2.3. Serum sample collection and test

Overnight fasting (12h) blood samples were collected from all dis-
covery and validation-1 subjects within one week after recruitment.
Blood specimens were placed on ice, processed by centrifugation, and
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stored in a− 80 °C freezer until analysis. Hematological and standard
biochemical tests were performed according to themanufacturers' pro-
tocols using an LH750 Hematology Analyzer and Synchron DXC800
Clinical System (Beckman Coulter, USA).

2.4. Machine learning and statistics

The original formula for FIB-4 suggested potential interactions
between predictors. Thus we began our machine learning modeling
with a decision tree (DT) considering its intrinsic capacity for interac-
tion detection. We applied DT, along with two ensemble learning
models, RF and GB, to reconstruct the four individual components
(Age, AST, ALT, and PLT) of the FIB-4 score.

DT is a flowchart-like prediction model that depicts a complete
decision-making process where each internal node represents a deci-
sion point on a single attribute, and each leaf represents a single
assigned class label [23]. The structure of the DT model is similar
to the clinical decision-making process, providing a sound rationale
for its application to clinical problems [24]. Unfortunately, it often
suffers from over-fitting and is considered a high-variance model
[25]. The RF model, on the other hand, is an ensemble method
which aggregates a large number of DTs using bootstrap resampling
and often yields lower variances and better model generalization
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the study design. In step 1 ofmodel selection,we performed training-testing
then compared these resultswith FIB-4 on testing sets. In step 2,we constructedfinal GBmodels
validation set. In step 3, GB models and FIB-4 were used to predict the risks for two extra HCV
than single DT [26]. The GB model goes one step further, instead of
averaging prediction results from all DTs in RF, it grows a new DT
based on old trees by decreasing prediction errors that the old
trees made [27].

To optimize the model hyper-parameters, 10-fold cross-validation
was performed with different hyper-parameter settings in the discov-
ery set. We optimized the complexity parameter for DT and themtry pa-
rameter for RF. For GB, we tuned parameters including, interaction.
depth, n.trees, shrinkage, and n.minobsinnode in a grid search manner.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used as evaluation
metrics. The R package caretwas applied for the hyper-parameter opti-
mization [28]. The details of tuned hyper-parameters can be found in
https://github.com/elise-is/LiveBoost.

To determine the final model and test its robustness, we randomly
split the discovery set into training (70%) and testing sets (30%) 100
times. Each time, we trained the three different machine learning
models on the training set using fixed hyper-parameters based on pre-
vious model tuning results and lastly, compared these results with the
FIB-4 score on the testing set. Area under ROC curves (AUROC) and
area under precision-recall curves (AUPR) were calculated to compare
the four methods (Step 1 in Fig. 1). The R packages rpart, randomForest,
and gbm were applied for the DT, RF, and GB model training,
respectively [27, 29, 30].
splitting 100 times on the discovery set and trained DT, RF, GBmodels on the training sets,
and compared resultswith FIB-4 on thewhole discovery set and then validated on theHBV
cohorts. In step 4, we developed a user-friendly web-tool for clinical practices.

https://github.com/elise-is/LiveBoost


Fig. 2. Boxplots of AUPR and AUROC on testing sets for four different methods. P-values
were calculated using Student's t-tests.
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After selecting GB as our preferred reconstruction approach, we
trained the final GB models on the full discovery set using previously
optimized hyper-parameters. Then, we compared our GB prediction
scores with FIB-4 scores on both discovery set and validation set-1
(HBV) using ROC and PR curves. The best GB cutoff points were selected
using Youden's index, maximizing the sum of sensitivity and specificity
[31]. For the FIB-4 score, we applied two previously reported clinical
cutoff points (1.45 and 3.25) [6–8]. We calculated specificity and sensi-
tivity at these cutoff points and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
using 500 times bootstrap resampling (Step 2 in Fig. 1). ROC and PR cal-
culation were conducted with the R packages pROC and PRROC, respec-
tively [32, 33].

To further assess the classification robustness of the FIB-4 recon-
struction models for staging HF related to HCV, we applied our trained
GB models on two independent HCV validation cohorts (Step 3 in
Fig. 1). We employed t-tests to compare FIB-4 and GB scores in early
vs. advanced HF and fibrosis vs. cirrhosis within both HCV cohorts.
ROC curves, sensitivity, specificity and 95% CIs for predicting advanced
HF were calculated for the FIB-4 and GB scores.

We additionally included two extra blood test-based clinical indica-
tors (i.e., albumin (ALB) and gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT)) to
check whether classification performances could be further improved.
We rebuilt new GB models on six predictors (Age, AST, ALT, PLT, ALB,
and GGT) and LR models based on FIB-4, ALB and GGT in the discovery
set and compared with the original models in two HBV cohorts using
ROC curves.

Datasets and R-code related to this study can be found at https://
github.com/elise-is/LiveBoost.

2.5. Web-tool development

To develop a tool for HF staging that is amenable to use in clinical
practices, we designed a web-based application, LiveBoost, providing a
graphical user interface (GUI) to access our final trained GB models
(Step 4 in Fig. 1). This application is hosted on our server which is pub-
licly accessible via https://metabolomics.cc.hawaii.edu/software/
LiveBoost/. Theweb-tool developmentwas conducted using the R pack-
age shiny.

3. Results

3.1. Machine learning model selection

For our first aim (i.e., finding a machine learning approach that ro-
bustly improves the original FIB-4 score), we compared the original
FIB-4 scoring system with different models using a 100-times jackknife
resampling approach by randomly splitting the discovery set into 70%
training set and 30% testing set. We built each model on the training
set with optimized hyper-parameters and compared results to FIB-4
on the testing set. For differentiating between early (S0–2) and ad-
vanced (S3–4) fibrosis, we found that compared to FIB-4 score, DT
was associated with comparable AUPR (0.67 vs. 0.68, p= .15) but sig-
nificantly lower AUROC (0.79 vs. 0.82, p b .001). The RF approach was
associated with significantly higher AUPR (0.73 vs. 0.68, p b .001) and
comparable AUROC (0.82 vs. 0.82, p= .59). The GB approach was asso-
ciated with significantly higher AUPR (0.77 vs. 0.68, p b .001) and
AUROC (0.85 vs. 0.82, p b .001) (left side panels of Fig. 2). Similarly, for
the identifying of cirrhosis cases (S4) (right side panels of Fig. 2), we
found that compared to FIB-4 scoring, the DT based approachwas asso-
ciatedwith significantly lowerAUPR (0.60 vs. 0.66, p b .001) andAUROC
(0.81 vs. 0.87, p b .001). The RF-based approachwas associatedwith sig-
nificantly higher AUPR (0.70 vs. 0.66, p= .0047) and AUROC (0.89 vs.
0.87, p= .0023). The GB approachwas associatedwith even greater sig-
nificant differences in AUPR (0.72 vs. 0.66, p b .001) and AUROC (0.90
vs. 0.87, p b .001). Descriptive statistics of the AUROCs and AUPRs for
these approaches are summarized in Table S1. Altogether, the GB
approach provided the greatest improvements in classification capacity
over FIB-4 scoring system among the three machine learning methods.
Additionally, higher variances associated with the DT approach indi-
cated less robustness than the other approaches. In addition to showing
significantly better classification performance relative to FIB-4, two en-
semble learning approaches were associated with smaller variances
than DT.

3.2. Model construction and validation

After we selected the GB model as our reconstruction approach for
FIB-4, we finalized our prediction models for detecting advanced HF
(discriminating S0–2 from S3–4) and cirrhosis (discriminating S0–3
from S4) by training GBmodels on the full discovery set with optimized
hyper-parameters, to produce GB-based risk scores. To validate this GB-
based scoring system, we applied it to our first validation set whichwas
derived from an independent HBV cohort. Table 1 summarizes the four
clinical indicators and other demographic information for the discovery
and validation-1 datasets. Applying our final trained GB models to gen-
erate risk scores (in log-odds scale) for all the samples in both the dis-
covery and validation-1 sets, we again found higher AUROC (Fig. 3A)
and AUPR (Fig. S1) values for the GB-based scoring relative to FIB-4
scoring for both datasets. For classification between S0-2 and S3-4, GB
showed an AUROC of 0.904 and 0.918, AUPR of 0.836 and 0.925 in the
discovery set and validation set-1, respectively while FIB-4 showed an
AUROC of 0.817 and 0.841, AUPR of 0.688 and 0.844, respectively. For
classification between S0–3 and S4, GB showed an AUROC of 0.961
and 0.871, AUPR of 0.891 and 0.833 in the discovery set and validation
set-1, respectively while FIB-4 showed an AUROC of 0.864 and 0.830,
AUPR of 0.671 and 0.738, respectively. We then compared the specific-
ity and sensitivity at the best cutoff values for GB scores and two recom-
mended cutoffs for FIB-4 (Fig. 3B), finding that the GB prediction model
produced higher specificity (0.86 and 0.85 in the discovery set and val-
idation set-1, respectively) and sensitivity (0.79 and 0.84 in the discov-
ery set and validation set-1, respectively) than FIB-4 (specificity = 0.74
and 0.83, sensitivity= 0.74 and 0.78 in the discovery set and validation
set-1, respectively) with cutoff = 1.45 for discriminating stages S0-2
from S3-4. While FIB-4 scoring with cutoff = 3.25 resulted in higher
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Table 1
Clinical and demographical characteristics of the HBV cohorts.

Data HF stage Total Num Num of M Num of F BMI (kg/m^2) Age (years) AST (U/L) ALT (U/L) PLT (10^9/L)

Discovery Set (HBV) 0 46 39 7 22.1 (20.3–23.5) 32 (27–40) 49 (35–66) 106 (58–171) 190 (161–215)
1 169 125 44 21.2 (19.5–24.1) 30 (25–38) 58 (39–99) 114 (65–190) 179 (155–214)
2 134 93 41 21.6 (20.1–24.0) 31 (27–39) 74 (43–138) 155 (80–267) 176 (150–210)
3 56 47 9 22.5 (20.9–25.0) 39 (29–47) 62 (44–112) 90 (56–250) 148 (108–182)
4 85 53 32 22.5 (20.9–24.5) 50 (40–58) 45 (31–77) 45 (28–100) 86 (43–121)

Validation Set (HBV) 0 15 7 8 23.2 (21.2–24.0) 35 (28–40) 40 (23–67) 65 (33−100) 173 (152–193)
1 21 14 6 22.5 (21. 3–24.8) 31 (26–45) 67 (36–128) 98 (77–183) 193 (174–221)
2 12 7 5 22.4 (21.5–23.3) 39 (34–43) 50 (40–97) 76 (52–357) 161 (145–178)
3 11 8 3 21.5 (20.5–22.8) 40 (31–49) 35 (33–53) 40 (31–95) 108 (93–118)
4 27 18 9 22.4 (20.1–23.9) 45 (37–56) 43 (32–70) 35 (28–82) 74 (40–98)

Continuous variables are displayed as median value (25% - 75% quantile values), Num (number), F (female) M (male).

Fig. 3. Classification performances of GB and FIB-4 on the discovery set and the HBV
validation set. (A) ROC curves of GB and FIB-4 in advanced HF detection (left-panel) and
cirrhosis detection (right-panel). (B) Specificity, sensitivity and their 95% CIs of GB and
FIB-4 scores in advanced HF detection (left-panel) and cirrhosis detection (right-panel).
We selected the best GB cutoff based on the Youden index for the discovery set and two
commonly applied FIB-4 cutoffs (1.45 and 3.25).
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specificity (0.94 and 0.96 in the discovery set and validation set-1,
respectively), it suffered from lower sensitivity (0.50 and 0.68 in the dis-
covery set and 0.68 in the validation-1 set) (left panels of Fig. 3B). Sim-
ilarly, for detecting cirrhosis (S4), the GB prediction model showed
higher and more stable (with smaller CIs) specificity (0.92) and sensi-
tivity (0.88) in the discovery set than FIB-4 using cutoff = 1.45 (speci-
ficity = 0.72 and sensitivity = 0.85) (upper right panel of Fig. 3B).
Again, FIB-4 with cutoff = 3.25 showed high specificity (0.92) with
much lower sensitivity (0.68) (upper right panel of Fig. 3B). In the
validation-1 set, GB still demonstrated more balanced specificity
(0.85) and sensitivity (0.78) while FIB-4 with cutoff = 1.45 showed
lower specificity (0.78) with larger CI and cutoff = 3.25 and showed
lower sensitivity (0.69) (lower right panel of Fig. 3B).

To verify whether the classification performances could be further
improved by introducing extra clinical parameters, ALB and GGT,
which were reported in previous studies [21, 34], we additionally re-
built GB models based on six predictors (Age, AST, ALT, PLT, ALB, and
GGT) and LR models based on FIB-4, ALB and GGT. Comparing to our
original GB models, new GB models slightly improved the AUROC
(0.929 and 0.974 for S0–2 vs. S34 and S0–3 vs. S4, respectively, Fig. S2
upper panel) in the discovery set, and showed similar results in the
HBV validation set-1 (0.91 and 0.874 for S0–2 vs. S34 and S0–3 vs. S4,
respectively, Fig. S2 lower panel). When we compared the new FIB-4
models (FIB-4, ALB, and GGT) to the original FIB-4 score, we found al-
though new FIB-4 models displayed similar AUROC in the discovery
set (0.818 and 0.842 for S0–2 vs. S34 and S0–3 vs. S4, respectively,
Fig. S3 upper panel), showed much lower AUROC in the HBV validation
set-1 (0.738 and 0.757 for S0–2 vs. S34 and S0–3 vs. S4, respectively,
Fig. S3 lower panel). Thus, we did not include these two parameters in
the following analyses.

3.3. Model prediction on HCV cohorts

To investigate potential differences in GB risk score and FIB-4 score
betweenHBV-related andHCV-relatedCLD cohorts,we applied our pre-
dictionmodels on two independent HCV validation data sets.We found
significant differences in both FIB-4 and GB scores between groups
staged S0–2 and S3–4, with more significant differences in GB scores
than FIB-4 scores in bothHBV (p b 2.2e-16 vs. p=1.8e-12 in the discov-
ery set and p=7.8e-14 vs. p=2.5e-6 in the validation set-1) and HCV
cohorts (p = 1.4e-10 vs. p = 3.6e-8 in the validation set-2 and p =
2.2e-9 vs. p = 7.5e-5 in the validation set-3) (Fig. 4). Similar results
were observed when discriminating cirrhosis (S4) from HF (S0–3)
(Fig. S4). The GB and FIB-4 scores in HCV-related cohorts performed
with AUROC = 0.797 and 0.816, respectively in validation set-2 and
AUROC= 0.849 and 0.795, respectively in validation set-3. Thus, classi-
fication performance with the GBmodel was improved relative to FIB-4
in validation set-3 set (HCV), but not in validation set-2 dataset (HCV)
(Fig. S5A).

When HCV-infected cohorts were compared to HBV-infected co-
horts, higher mean FIB-4 scores and GB scores were noted in both the
S0–2 and S0–3 groups (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4), a finding which suggested



Fig. 4. FIB-4 and GB scores for four independent cohorts between S0–2 and S3–4. P-values were calculated using Student's t-tests.
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that cutoff values built on one cohort might not be ideal for other
cohorts with different etiological causes for CLD. Measurement of the
FIB-4 score in the HCV cohorts for staging advanced HF revealed that a
cutoff value of 3.25 resulted in a better specificity and sensitivity
trade-off point relative to a cutoff value of 1.45 which resulted in
more false positive findings due to low specificity (Fig. S5B). In contrast,
a FIB-4 cutoff value of 1.45 exhibited more balance between sensitivity
and specificity values in the HBV cohorts while a cutoff value of 3.25
yielded false negative findings due to low sensitivity (Fig. 3B). Corre-
spondingly, we assessed the sensitivity and specificity of a GB cutoff
value of −0.93 (which produced optimal results on the HBV discovery
set) for HCV in differentiating early and advanced HF. Applying this
Fig. 5. A screenshot of the
cutoff value to the validation-2 and 3 HCV datasets produced a classifi-
cation performance associated with higher sensitivity, but at the
expense of much lower specificity (Fig. S5B). A new GB cutoff value of
−0.14 was calculated based on the Youden's index on the ROC curve
of the validation-2 (HCV) dataset. This higher cutoff value yielded
improvements on the point and interval estimations of specificity in
both HCV cohorts whilemaintaining a reasonable balancewith specific-
ity and sensitivity for discriminating S0–2 vs. S3–4. We did not assess
cirrhosis detection performances on these two HCV datasets due to
the small number of cirrhosis samples. Table S2 includes all point and
interval estimations of AUROC, specificity, and sensitivity of both the
FIB-4 and GB scores.
web-tool (LiveBoost).
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3.4. Web-tool development

To encourage further study of the clinical application of HF staging
using cutting-edge machine learning approaches, we packaged our
trained GB models into a free, accessible web-tool (LiveBoost: https://
metabolomics.cc.hawaii.edu/software/LiveBoost/). Fig. 5 shows the
GUI of the web-tool. To use this web-tool, one can simply input values
for the four clinical indicators along with the disease etiology followed
by a click of the “Predict” button. Two gauge plots will be generated at
the right panel of the interface showing the GB risk score and the
FIB-4 score for this subject. Corresponding descriptions with calculated
disease probabilities will appear below the plots. The next step for pre-
diction of liver cirrhosis is provided in the “Model-2” tab. One clicks the
“Reset” button to bring values back to their default settings.

4. Discussion

An affordable, reproducible, objective and non-invasive method for
predicting the severity of HF is needed to support longitudinal surveil-
lanceandclinical decisionmaking. In this study,we aimed to reconstruct
the current FIB-4 scoring system to improve the sensitivity and specific-
ity of classifications between early and advanced HF and for the detec-
tion of cirrhosis. To our knowledge, this is the first time that machine
learning algorithms have been employed to improve the staging of
CLD by building on an existing clinical scoring system. Furthermore,
this algorithm has been implemented into a user-friendly web-tool to
support further independent explorations of its clinical utility.

We compared the original FIB-4 score with three machine learning
methods: DT, RF, and GB. The results showed that GB outperformed
FIB-4 and other methods regarding AUPR and AUROC. Applying GB to
an independent HBV dataset, we observed consistently superior perfor-
mance to FIB-4 scoring. On two independent HCV validation sets, the
trained GB model also showed good classification performance with
more significant group-differences compared to FIB-4 scoring (Fig. 4,
Fig. S4). Although the GB model produced similar AUROC values to the
FIB-4 scores in validation set-2 (HCV) (Fig. S5), this might due to
group imbalance and a lack of S0 group in this dataset. The GB model
was associated with narrower CIs of specificity and sensitivity,
supporting its potential for robust classification. Also, GB showed better
classification performance than FIB-4 in validation set-3 (HCV) (Fig. S5).
In this validation set, each patient underwent serial liver biopsies before
and after antiviral therapy along with the corresponding blood tests. To
avoid potential confounding factors caused by the therapy, we per-
formed additional validation on the pre-treatment data and achieved
consistent results with our previous analyses (Fig. S6).

In addition to FIB-4 parameters, other clinical indicators (e.g., ALB,
GGT)were discovered as significant diagnostic predictors of liver disease
[21, 34]. To assess whether ALB and GGT values could augment the per-
formance of GB models and FIB-4 for the staging of CLD, we rebuilt GB
and FIB-4 models with these two indicators added to the existing panel.
The inclusionofALBandGGTvaluesdidnotproduce significant improve-
ments over our current models. Notably, the new FIB-4 LR models
displayed even worse classification performances than the original
FIB-4 score. These resultsmightsuggest apotential problemofoverfitting
in LR models when we include redundant predictors, while GB models
did not particularly suffer from overfitting issues. What's more, high-
order non-linear interactions betweenpredictorsmaybe better captured
by innovative machine learning approaches [15] which might explain
why the GB model outperformed FIB-4 for classifying CLD for the HBV
cohorts. Thus, it will be worth trying this approach with other clinical
predictors such as, the AST/platelet ratio index (APRI) [35], the AST/ALT
ratio [36], the AST/ALT ratio/platelet ratio index (AARPRI) [37], the age-
platelet index [38] or the FibroScan score [39]).

In addition to conventional clinical indicators, serum metabolomics
could also serve as a potential source of biomarkers for assessing CLD.
The liver is the principal organ for lipid metabolism in the manufacture
of fatty acids fromexcess acetyl-CoA alongwith transportation and stor-
age of lipidmetabolites [40]. Bile acids are originally synthesized by liver
cells and fibrosis-related changes in their enterohepatic circulationmay
be reflected as serum biomarkers [41]. Additionally, the liver performs a
significant role in the degradation of amino acids [42]. CLD with pro-
gressive HF should therefore lead to alterations of various metabolites
and indeed, previous studies demonstrated that changes in levels of
amino acids [43], free fatty acids [44], and bile acids [45, 46] were highly
correlated with progression of liver disease. Thus, metabolic alterations
might serve as complementary information to existing clinical indica-
tors for HF staging, making it worth exploring whether includingmeta-
bolicmarkers into our CLDpredictionmodelswill improve classification
performances, especially for the early fibrosis stratifications.

A potential caveat worth discussing is the performance of different
cutoff values for FIB-4 andGB scores for different etiological CLD cohorts
(i.e., HBV and HCV cohorts). Compared to HBV cohorts, there was a
trend for higher FIB-4 and GB scores in early stage fibrosis of HCV
patients (Fig. 4) which prompted us to apply a higher cutoff value to
achieve more reasonable classification performances. Age, one of the
parameters used to calculate the FIB-4 score, is also on average higher
in HCV patients than HBV patients as shown in our study (Fig. S7A).
HCV infections which are commonly acquired later in life than HBV in-
fections, likely produce age at exposure differences and age-related
prevalence differences between HBV and HCV induced liver injuries
[47, 48]. Thus, etiologic and epidemiologic differences between HBV
and HCV patients may both be contributing to differences in optimal
FIB-4 and GB scores cutoffs between these groups. AST and ALT were
found at lower levels in S0 and S4 groups versus intermediate groups
(Fig. S7B and C), which is consistent with former studies [49]. PLT levels
decreasedwith HF progression in both HBV andHCV cohorts (Fig. S7D).
Thus, the natural progression of liver injuries induced by different hep-
atitis etiologies may be reflected in different cutoffs of FIB-4 and GB
scores. The first cutoff of FIB-4 (1.45) is a better trade-off point with
specificity and sensitivity in HBV cohorts (Fig. 3)while the second cutoff
(3.25) showed more consistent classification performances in HCV co-
horts (Fig. S5). For GB scores, we found that the best cutoff (−0.93)
for the HBV discovery set showed biased classifications in HCV cohorts
(Fig. S5B). After changing the cutoff from−0.93 to−0.14, we observed
better specificity without drastically decreasing the sensitivity
(Fig. S5B). Thus, different etiologies of CLD may need to be directly fac-
tored into models, or etiology-specific cutoff values should be consid-
ered. However, in this study, HCV datasets suffered from small sample
sizes and a limited number of cirrhosis subjects. In the future, we pro-
pose re-training new machine learning models using GB with larger
HCV cohorts to achieve better staging performances.

Certain limitations of this study and the results need to be discussed.
First, the training sample size remains limited and individual cohorts
were drawn from only Asian ethnic cohorts. We are planning to collect
more samples frommultiple sites in the future which will be necessary
to further establish the robustness of these predictive models. Second,
we trained the GB models on HBV cohorts and recognized the need to
recruit additional cohorts to examinemodels trained on groups affected
by specific etiologies such as HCV patients. Based on the differences in
model performance that we have preliminarily observed between
HBV and HCV-related CLD patients, we believe it is possible to achieve
further refinements of the models through the incorporation of
etiology-related parameters. Third, limitations in clinical data infra-
structure and mechanisms to support data sharing for biomedical
research currently poses a severe bottleneck in validating cutting-edge
machine learning techniques [50, 51]. We have implemented our GB
predictionmodel as an online tool to support its dissemination for inde-
pendent testing in other cohorts. We hope that independent
researchers can share their results and data to help expedite this and
other potential clinical applications of machine learning.

In conclusion, we employed a cutting-edge machine learning algo-
rithm (GB) to reconstruct a well-studied clinical scoring system (FIB-

https://metabolomics.cc.hawaii.edu/software/LiveBoost/
https://metabolomics.cc.hawaii.edu/software/LiveBoost/
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4) for better detection of advanced HF and cirrhosis in HBV cohorts with
CLD. We validated the prediction capacity of our models in multiple
independent groups of HBV andHCV patients. Due to the etiological dif-
ferences between HBV and HCV, we proposed that different cutoff
values for GB and FIB-4 scoring should be applied. Particular machine
learningmodels could be trained on larger HCV cohort in future studies.
The idea of using machine learning to reconstruct existing clinical scor-
ing systems could be applied to other indicators in other disease
cohorts.
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